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Abstract: Every - thing is possible in this universe, as we know that energy / atom can neither be created nor destroy & energy 
can be transfer from one form to another form. So, on the basis of this theory – i will try to search our past, present & future 
also, with some modification in our atmosphere and to make a future computer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
I am asking with everybody i.e, what is the whole universe? What is the actual state( Solid, liquid or gas ) of it? Then, you can 
definitely find that everything is the collection of gas. According to science, in the starting of earth or earth formation earth is form 
of bundle of gas and initially it is too much hot and after long year the temperature of earth was maintain. No. of living creature 
increases at the rate of maintaining / cooling temperature.   
Future computer can be prepare or make, if we can think and do like following – with the help of future computer we can save to the 
trees – plants, living - non-living things, also know about birth and death, seasons can also be identified and within a certain time we 
can manage or change in that, according to requirements. So for it, we should consider to the following points:- 
Firstly, we should deeply understand about our surrounding environment, moistures and presentation of gases in atmosphere, then 
analysis them and try to insert the accurate and verified or proved code in the gases which is present in environment. If your coding 
is too much strong and in a proper sequence then we can see too the past (reverse life), present (present life), future (future life) of 
any body as plants – tress, living- non-living, seasons, birth, death, etc we can know about all things. 

II. BACKGROUND OR RELATED WORK 
 As, we know that according to science & holy books –“atom can neither be created nor destroy” & “energy can be transfer from 
one form to another form” like – if any living body and non-living body burns, then they evaporates in air or change in another 
form. As, we know about “time travel man” who is mystery for all over the world, but naturally that may be known about nature and 
natural gases and they have good command on it. So, that man change to himself according to natural gases because natural gases is 
present in all over the world and that person operate to the gases. So, they can easily move from one place to another place. If we 
doing the dip study about time travel man then we find that a special type of energy / light is radiated from the body of time travel 
man. 
Now, if we cannot make the future computer with the concept of this research paper, then the concept of “atom can neither be 
created nor destroy” & “energy can be transfer from one form to another form” will be 100% wrong. If these concept will be fail, 
then a lot of misbalance will create in education life, research life, scientific concept means it will create like flood in the world and 
so many theory & concepts will be wrong. 

III. PRESENTATION OF THE MAIN CONTRIBUTION OF THE PAPER / SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
The main contribution of this research paper is to protect the life of all creatures and control to the hazardous disaster (flood, 
earthquake, tsunami, etc). We can save to everything with in time. The scope of this research paper will provide the different types 
of knowledge, answers and many mysterious questions can be solved like of time travel man. For completion of this research paper 
one special type of instrument is required which can transfer or insert the programming code in atmospheric gasses but these type of 
instrument is not available in any place because nobody is try to make it. So, there is broad scope in it and its challenging for 
everybody.   

IV. METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION 
As, you know that planets / universe or galaxies everything in this world is a form of gas. I think gas is that particular matter which 
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cannot be destroy it convert one form to another form. Ex:- In the time of cooking, when water boils then it evaporate the water in 
form of gas and after cooling it comes in water form and if we can store to that same water in ice / friz then it converts in ice form 
and when we boil it too much above from its boiling point then we find that it converts in the form of vapour / gas. Nothing will be 
remain in cetali. If we can burn to the cetali to much above from its boiling points then we can find that cetali also changes in the 
form of vapour / gas. Here, I am only try to understand you everything in this world is made from gas and according to physical and 
chemical characterstics of gases or every gas have certain cooling temperature and every gas have different – different cooling 
temperature. 
Ex:- For making new instrument / machine try to gather different variety of parts from different places. After gather each and every 
parts of the instrument or machine, then try to make new machine or instruments. After complete the duration or time period of the 
machine or instrument we will try to separate the separate the parts of the machine or instrument. Each and every parts are separate 
with each other and send all the parts where it can be suitable used now these condition is similar like as initial condition when it 
was not prepared. Similarly these condition is happen with human body and every parts of the world. 
If we are talking about before birth condition and after death condition, I want to talking about formation of body and destruction of 
body. Means if we can try to reverse it with the help of coding or programming or from any method, then we can find to all parts of 
the body formation material / substance in the form of gas. If we can deeply understand / study about that matter then we can get a 
lot of mystery things and we can deeply understand about environment and its formation. Now, try to find out the matter or gases 
which causes to the formation of universal body’s or environmental things. 
If we can deeply understand  about the disapperence & presence of gases in this universe and if we can control on it with the help of 
coding or programming then we can solve to the problem of hole in ozone layer. We  can able to create the required or essential 
gases / layer. We can change to any type of temperature and we can be able to convert and control according to requirement.               
According to science & old religious books – “atom can neither be create nor destroy “& “ energy can neither be create nor destroy 
but it can be change in other form like gases”.  After the death of human or living things they are totally mixed in the earth soil and 
some are changes in the form of gases. Construction of man or baby (child) like – in the presence of better sperm, better food & 
better environment. Better sperm is form only when in the presence of sunlight and fresh air. 
 As, we know that science and earlier religious teacher, saints, are believe that if a person can use 100% mind then they can move 
like god and goddess and can be change our shape, size, position, etc. and they can be converted himself like time travel man i.e., 
can be move from one country to another country within few seconds and can be know about past, present & future. 
Analysis the environment deeply and presence of gasses in it. Before inserting to the coding try to recheck the program. 
When we have totally understand to all the proprieties of gases, then one by one we should take to that gases whose presence is very 
less and which is not more essential for our environment or the present and absent that gases are equal means there is no effect on 
the environment. So we should choose these type of gases and try to fit or insert the code in that gas and try to control it and try to 
know all  proprieties, separation, combination & mixture of these gases.  
It’s very dangerous for environment, if we can do something wrong means 0.00000009% coding is defective then nobody can be 
able to control it and human life may facing dangerous problem. So, we should never add extra in atmospheric gas, we should only 
try to know its properties and method of control of gases. 
After complete analysis to gases try to match the relationship of gases to anybody in this world. If the properties / frequencies of 
gases will be match to anybody then after some modification of coding we can see to the past present and future life of that body. 
Now, before starting to control anybody we should deeply or briefly approx 5-10 times recheck the code and know about every 
points briefly, then can control it easily. 
What, when, where, why, how these 5 questions can complete or solve to the answer of the question, approx 99% question can be 
solved. 
Why gases are not see? According to science – those substance or body which can be seen, then that is present in this world and 
those substance which cannot be seen then that will not be present. Then according to this theory, why we believe that gases are 
present in this world while gases are not seen. Air can feel, temperature can feel & in it’s the density / amount of water is high, so 
for it we boil to the water at high temperature then water converts into vapour form or gas form in atmosphere and disappear in 
atmosphere. 
I am only try to understanding you that human body, birth – death, living – non-living, etc, have past, present & future and these are 
present / dissolve in atmosphere in the form of gas. With the help of appropriate and accurate coding in gases we can find past, 
present & future of all the body or things. According to science and shaastra everybody says that – “ atom can neither be create nor 
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destroy” &” energy can neither be create nor destroy” but it can be change from one form to another  form. If we find the causes of 
disappearance of each gas then we can get the 50% possibility to make the future computer.           

V. STEPS TO INSERT / PREPARE THE CODE 
Select the area select the material  select the environmental condition of that particular 
area  select the condition of materials  select the center and outer part of the selected area 

 try to know about the gases which is present in that area  try to know about the physical 
& chemical properties of that particular area of gas  try to search the region of disappearance of gases

 try to note / write all the physical 7 chemical properties of all the gases and materials  
try to know about the frequency, density, mass, etc., and note on the diary  try  to match the frequencies of 
gases and materials  run the code 5to 6 times in Turbo c++ and get the correct output  try 
to insert the program in materials  try to move the materials in different direction ( up, down, left, right) 

 try to know about the disappearance of gases  try to make the frequencies of 
disappearance through coding…… prepare the code according to the requirement.       

VI. SOME CODING / PROGRAMMING WHICH IS ESSENTIAL FOR MAKING FUTURE COMPUTER 
A. Prepare the program of calculator. 
B.   Prepare programming of moving (up, down, left, right). 
C.  Prepare the program of reverse the code. 
D.  Programming of disappearance/ select object/ exit / appearance of object. 
E.  Prepare the program to insert in dip of materials or substance. 
F.  Prepare to catch any frequency 
G.  Prepare the program which can be able to measuring the speed, and insert the code in any material, etc,.   
Summaries all the program and to form a single program in which all the essential program are include  and to work according to 
requirement  / input. 

VII. RESULTS & CONCLUSION 
If we are making such type of device which can implement the program in air or in gases which is present in everywhere, then the 
possibility for making the future computer is 100% (45% accurate & exact thinking, 45% preparing the accurate & correct coding or 
programming, 10% implement or insert the program through computer to air). 
This research paper is helpful for know about the mystery of time travel man and providing a lot of new knowledge about 
environment and its materials / gases.  A lot of unsolved question or mysterious can be solved through this research paper after 
completing this research paper we can also know about the real facts of Bermuda triangles, tsunami, earthquakes, etc. if people can 
prepare to those device which is mostly based on the coding system as- satellite, T.V/ monitor, chatting, communication device, etc. 
then how it is impossible? It is 100% possible to make the future computer.   
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